
General: bump-bonded vs. bump bonded  please be consistent (I prefer with a hyphen)

Abstract:
- „similar to original sensor in“  „similar to the original sensors in“
- in general the abstract starts very abruptly. Start with something like: „The CMS detector at the CERN Large Hadron 

Collider features as its innermost component a silicon pixel detector. The original pixel detector was completely replaced 
during the technical stop in Winter 2016/2017. One of the goals of this Phase-1 Upgrade of the pixel detector was ...“

- Why are you mentioning Run 3 here? The Phase-1 pixel detector took data already in 2017 and 2018, this is Run 2! Run 3 
starts after LS2. Also the reader might not know what Run 2 (or 3) is...

- Lenny, can you please help to write the abstract? 

Section 1:
- L5: I agree with Anders that it should be „diameter“
- L11: the reference here should be [1], not [2]
- L13: this sentence is grammatically still not correct. After „which allowed“ you cannot continue with „and thus the 

ability“. Ask Lenny for suggestion. 
- L15: “closest detector to ”  “detector closest to”
- L20: you say “to replace the original pixel silicon modules with new ones to assure that the pixel system would function 

until the HL-LHC era.” This is not quite correct, because we are just now replacing the modules in layer 1! Lenny, can you 
make a suggestion on how to weaken this?

- Fig. 1: on the left is the pixel detector, not the “silicon tracker”!
- L28: “but the module designs are quite different”  “but the FPix module designs are quite different”, because the BPix 

module design as such is very similar to before. 
- L30: remove “assembly”
- L36: “Following the LHC long shutdown 2 (LS2) the instantaneous luminosity increased to 2 x 10^34....“

This is wrong – we have NOW the LS2! The inst. lumi increased to about 2 x 10^34 already during Run 2, in 2017. 
- L37: Start new sentence: „This would...“

Section 2:
- L64: “provided by a Keithley....”
- L68: “we manually stepped the probe station chuck to each of the diode and sensor probe sites“. The wafer is on the 

chuck and moves with the chuck, right? So you do not move the chuck to some „site“. Rephrase e.g. as „we manually 
stepped the probe station chuck to allow measurements on all diodes and sensors“ or similar

Section 3:
- L91: „The next material describes the IV results from the sample testing at FNAL and the comparison with the foundry 
“good” and “bad” determinations.”  “In the following the IV results ... and the comparison ... are described” 
- L114: continue with Section 4 hereafter, otherwise it looks as if you were done.

Section 4:
- L125: need a comma after „wafers“
- Fig. 8: Do not call it „breakdown voltage“ in the caption, but better say „The voltages at which a current of 1µA is reached 

for ....“


